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SJR 35  Campbell/ Bettencourt/ Blanco/
        Gutierrez/ Hall/ et al.
Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for an exemption from ad
valorem taxation of all or part of the market value of the residence homestead of the surviving spouse of
a member of the armed services of the United States who is killed or fatally injured in the line of duty.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:14 PM, 04/01/21

SB 4 (LC)  Buckingham/ Bettencourt/
          Campbell/ Creighton/ Hinojosa/
          et al.
Relating to provisions in agreements between governmental entities and professional sports teams
requiring the United States national anthem to be played at team events.
Committee report printed and distributed 08:04 PM, 03/29/21

SB 6 (CS)  Hancock/ Bettencourt/ Campbell/
          Creighton/ Huffman/ et al.
Relating to liability for certain claims arising during a pandemic or other disaster or emergency.
Committee report printed and distributed 02:44 PM, 04/06/21

SB 14 (CS)  Creighton/ Bettencourt/
          Buckingham/ Campbell/ Hall/
          et al.
Relating to the regulation by a municipality or county of certain employment benefits and policies.
Committee report printed and distributed 09:20 PM, 03/31/21

SB 36 (CS) (LC)  Zaffirini
Relating to the offense of hazing.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:06 PM, 04/06/21

SB 43 (LC)  Zaffirini
Relating to residential mortgage loans, including the financing of residential real estate purchases by
means of a wrap mortgage loan; providing licensing and registration requirements; authorizing an
administrative penalty.
Corrected Comm. report printed and distributed 12:41 PM, 03/30/21

SB 48 (LC)  Zaffirini
Relating to conditions of community supervision for defendants convicted of certain criminal offenses
involving animals.
Committee report printed and distributed 04:59 PM, 04/01/21

SB 73 (CS)  Miles/ et al.
Relating to providing access to local public health entities and certain health service regional offices
under Medicaid.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:51 PM, 03/29/21

SB 152 (CS)  Perry/ et al.
Relating to the regulation of groundwater conservation districts.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:18 PM, 03/25/21

SB 179 (CS)  Lucio/ et al.
Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time.
Committee report printed and distributed 03:28 PM, 03/29/21

SB 204  Schwertner/ et al.
Relating to the operation of a public school transportation system.
Committee report printed and distributed 11:20 AM, 03/29/21
SB 219 (CS)  Hughes
Relating to civil liability and responsibility for the consequences of defects in the plans, specifications, or related documents for the construction or repair of an improvement to real property.
Committee report printed and distributed 01:16 PM, 03/24/21

SB 224  Perry/ West/ et al.
Relating to simplified certification and recertification requirements for certain persons under the supplemental nutrition assistance program.
Committee report printed and distributed 02:21 PM, 03/22/21

SB 230 (CS) (LC)  Seliger/ et al.
Relating to the continuing education requirement for county commissioners.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:25 PM, 03/31/21

SB 248 (CS) (LC)  Johnson
Relating to the regulation of and permits for the sale or delivery of cigarettes, tobacco products, and e-cigarettes; requiring permits; imposing fees; providing administrative penalties.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:31 PM, 04/06/21

SB 289 (LC)  Seliger
Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license.
Committee report printed and distributed 04:05 PM, 04/01/21

SB 331 (LC)  Johnson
Relating to eligibility to serve as an interpreter in an election.
Committee report printed and distributed 07:54 PM, 03/29/21

SB 338 (LC)  Powell
Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction contracts entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions.
Committee report printed and distributed 11:20 AM, 03/29/21

SB 367 (LC)  Miles
Relating to the requirements for an application for a permit to drill an oil or gas well at a site adjacent to a well blowout site.
Corrected Comm. report printed and distributed 12:10 PM, 03/30/21

SB 387 (CS) (LC)  Schwertner
Relating to the appeal of rates for water or sewer service charged to certain customers of a municipality.
Committee report printed and distributed 01:39 PM, 03/30/21

SB 398 (LC)  Menéndez
Relating to distributed renewable generation resources.
Committee report printed and distributed 09:33 PM, 03/31/21

SB 424 (CS) (LC)  Hinojosa/ et al.
Relating to state agency enforcement of laws regulating small businesses.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:08 PM, 04/06/21

SB 442 (CS)  Hughes
Relating to local school health advisory councils and health education provided by public schools, including requirements regarding human sexuality instruction.
Committee report printed and distributed 03:28 PM, 03/29/21

SB 460 (LC)  Lucio/ et al.
Relating to designating the 11th day of each month as Buddy Check Day.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:34 PM, 04/01/21

SB 464  Lucio
Relating to reports on deaths from reportable and other communicable diseases to county health authorities and health departments.
Committee report printed and distributed 03:27 PM, 03/26/21
SB 611  Campbell/ Bettencourt/ Blanco/
Gutierrez/ Hall/ et al.
Relating to an exemption from ad valorem taxation of the residence homestead of the surviving spouse of a member of the armed services of the United States who is killed or fatally injured in the line of duty.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:13 PM, 04/01/21

SB 632 (CS) (LC)  Buckingham/ et al.
Relating to provision of broadband infrastructure and connectivity by the Lower Colorado River Authority.
Committee report printed and distributed 11:22 AM, 03/29/21

SB 669 (LC)  Springer
Relating to certain reports created by the Texas Water Development Board.
Committee report printed and distributed 07:52 PM, 03/29/21

SB 702 (CS) (LC)  Paxton/ Buckingham/ Hall/ Lucio
Relating to the continuation and functions of the Prepaid Higher Education Tuition Board.
Committee report printed and distributed 11:22 AM, 03/29/21

SB 709 (CS) (LC)  Hall/ Blanco/ Buckingham/
Hinojosa/ Paxton/ et al.
Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas Commission on Fire Protection.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:18 PM, 03/31/21

SB 742 (LC)  Birdwell
Relating to installment payments of ad valorem taxes on property in a disaster area.
Committee report printed and distributed 08:51 PM, 03/30/21

SB 783 (LC)  Creighton
Relating to the purchase of iron and steel products made in the United States for certain projects by public institutions of higher education.
Committee report printed and distributed 01:24 PM, 03/31/21

SB 792  Campbell
Relating to specialty license plates and parking placards for vehicles of certain disabled veterans.
Committee report printed and distributed 06:25 PM, 04/01/21

SB 796 (CS)  Schwertner/ Bettencourt/
Buckingham
Relating to hearing and public notice requirements regarding the purchase or conversion by a municipality of certain properties to house homeless individuals.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:20 PM, 03/31/21

SB 851  Blanco
Relating to the composition of the cybersecurity council.
Committee report printed and distributed 08:51 PM, 03/30/21

SB 877 (CS) (LC)  Hancock
Relating to the inspection of municipal buildings during a declared disaster.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:03 PM, 04/06/21

SB 886 (LC)  Blanco/ et al.
Relating to the provision of citizenship assistance to veterans by the Texas Veterans Commission.
Committee report printed and distributed 06:28 PM, 04/01/21

SB 935 (LC)  West
Relating to an exception to the titling requirement for certain vehicles; creating a criminal offense.
Committee report printed and distributed 05:30 PM, 03/31/21

SB 1112 (CS)  Bettencourt/ Birdwell/ Creighton/
Hall/ Kolkhorst/ et al.
Relating to requirements for an early voting ballot voted by mail; creating a criminal offense.
Committee report printed and distributed 02:29 PM, 04/06/21
SB 1113  Bettencourt/ Creighton/ Hall/
Kolhkorst/ Schwertner/ et al.
Relating to a registrar's failure to cancel voter registrations under applicable law.
Committee report printed and distributed 07:42 PM, 03/29/21

SB 1114 (CS)  Bettencourt/ Birdwell/ Creighton/
Hall/ Kolhkorst/ et al.
Relating to verification of the citizenship status of certain registered voters.
Committee report printed and distributed 02:38 PM, 04/06/21

SB 1160 (CS)  Taylor/ et al.
Relating to the creation of the Gulf Coast Protection District; providing authority to issue bonds; providing authority to impose fees; providing authority to impose a tax; granting the power of eminent domain.
Committee report printed and distributed 02:48 PM, 03/30/21

SB 1179 (LC)  Birdwell
Relating to the procedure for donating juror reimbursements.
Committee report printed and distributed 06:04 PM, 04/01/21

SB 1181 (LC)  Creighton
Relating to the towing of certain property from a self-service storage facility for disposition by a vehicle storage facility.
Committee report printed and distributed 01:50 PM, 03/31/21

SB 1210 (LC)  Johnson/ Bettencourt
Relating to substitutes for hydrofluorocarbon refrigerants applicable to commercial or residential buildings or construction.
Committee report printed and distributed 04:33 PM, 03/31/21

SB 1233  Seliger
Relating to a study of the disaster preparedness for each state military installation.
Committee report printed and distributed 06:32 PM, 04/01/21

SB 1234  Hughes/ et al.
Relating to a requirement that a voting system use a paper record or produce a paper receipt for verification purposes.
Committee report printed and distributed 08:06 PM, 03/29/21

SB 1336  Hancock/ Bettencourt/ Birdwell/
Buckingham/ Campbell/ et al.
Relating to a limit on the rate of growth of certain appropriations.
Committee report printed and distributed 08:46 PM, 03/30/21

SB 1529 (CS)  Huffman
Relating to the creation of the Texas Court of Appeals to hear certain cases; authorizing fees.
Committee report printed and distributed 12:33 PM, 04/06/21

SB 1822 (CS)  Huffman
Relating to dates of certain elections to be held in 2022.
Committee report printed and distributed 01:17 PM, 04/06/21
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